EMETING SUMMARY

Emerging Constituents Program Task Force

August 22, 2012

ATTENDEES:

- Faraz Asad, CDPH
- Sean McCarthy, CDPH
- Adoga Kiharangwa, City of Corona
- Rebecca Schwartz, City of Redlands
- David Garcia, City of Riverside
- Ed Filadelfia, City of Riverside
- Greg Herzus, City of Riverside
- Al Javier, EMWD
- Cyndi Moore, E.S. Babcock Labs
- Larry Chrystal, E.S. Babcock Labs
- Andy Eaton, Eurofins Eaton Analytical
- Chris Wissman, LACSD
- Eric Nelson, LACSD
- Kathy Kunysz, MWDSC
- Anny Lay, OCWD
- Jason Dadakis, OCWD
- Lily Sanchez, OCWD
- Tim Moore, Risk Sciences
- Hope Smythe, RWQCB
- Jennifer Shepardson, SBMWD
- Rebecca Franklin, SBMWD
- Jeff Crider, SBVMWD
- Mark Bulot, SBVMWD
- Sam Fuller, SBVMWD
- Sam Gershon, Webb Associates/SGPWA
- Al Lopez, WMWD
- Michele Underwood, WMWD
- Kristen Wardlaw, YVWD
- Jack Nelson, YVWD
- Elizabeth Skrzat, SAWPA Consultant
- Mark Norton, SAWPA
- Rick Whetsel, SAWPA
- Sara Villa, SAWPA

Call to Order / Introductions

The Emerging Constituents Program Task Force meeting was called to order at 2:03 p.m. at the Santa Ana Watershed Project Authority, 11615 Sterling Avenue, Riverside, California. Introductions were made.

Approval of Meeting Summary

Mr. Norton presented the March 14, 2012 Meeting Summary for approval. Hearing no comments, the summary was deemed acceptable as presented.

Draft 2012 Annual Emerging Constituents Sampling Results – Risk Sciences

Mr. Moore provided handouts of the EC sampling results for June 2012. He asked everyone to compare their own lab tables and results to the handouts and make sure that their data is correctly entered because they will be going into a public document. Last year’s results were displayed on the screen, and it was noted that the DEET numbers doubled from the previous year; they were a lot higher this year.

There was a brief discussion in regards to the summary of the POTW treatment processes, and that it should be done for the following year. Mr. Moore said yes, though it would need to go through review.

It was suggested that we use SAWPA’s tables, that way there is consistency with the data, and to add the Laboratory Sampling and Analysis Plan Report in the back of the report.
It was asked what each chemical is used for and how to even explain it to the public. Mr. Moore noted that in the report he would include a description of what each chemical is and how it got there.

Mr. Moore provided the State’s Water Recycling Policy handout. He described how EPA’s guidelines fit with the report. Mr. Moore said that a draft of the report should be ready by October 2012. He asked that everyone really do a QA/QC on all their sampling results. He stated that he is going to ask that caffeine be taken out and not be used in next year’s sampling report. Mr. Moore asked the stakeholders to send both him and Mr. Whetsel an email noting if anything needs to be changed or confirm that everything is okay.

**Future Meeting**
The next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, October 10, 2012 at 10:00 a.m.

**Adjournment**
The Emerging Constituents Task Force meeting adjourned at 3:55 p.m.

*Item(s) presented/discussed (available at www.sawpa.org)*
1. Draft 2012 Annual Emerging Constituents Sampling Results (Risk Sciences)
2. State’s Water Recycling Policy (Risk Sciences)